
Worship Committee, October 16, 2020 

Present: John Sampson, Linda Bogardus, Annie Scavo, Bernie Webb, Susie Allen, Karen Glass 

Before starting today’s agenda, John wanted to check in to see how online worship was going. Energetic discussion 

followed. Most agreed that the opening and closing visuals were beautiful, but there was disagreement as to the length. 

John explained that Lynn has free rein to set this part of the service, and the visuals are tied to the music piece, as is the 

timing. The piece is usually three to four minutes. John wants to be sensitive to Lynn, but he will ask Lynn whether he 

can shorten the piece to two minutes. The overall goal is for the whole service to last one hour.  

Susie suggested that our feeling that the opening and closing pieces are too long could be a result of our being online: in 

the actual church building, people are coming in, talking, and moving about during the prelude and postlude and thus 

don’t realize until the welcome that something has happened. Online you are just waiting, so it might seem longer.  

Another recent change to the service is the offertory testimonials by congregants of how they give of themselves in 

service to others and to the community at large. John had hoped that the testimonial would last about three minutes, 

but people are talking longer. It seems more like a mission moment. So now John will reach out beforehand to people 

who are going to speak, asking them to practice and time their message. Hopefully, this will settle in as weeks go by.  

Congregants have expressed their desire to discuss the reflection after the service. John said that when we are in the 

building, people would comment upon leaving. Karen suggested that there be a designated breakout room for those 

who want further discussion. John said that setting up such a room within Zoom is not easy, but he is willing to try it.  

Annie commented that Henri’s message has evolved and is no longer just for kids. It is more reflective. John reminded us 

that in the church building he gave the children’s sermon, and Henri did an activity in the back room. Now she makes 

notes and was never given a time limit. So, indeed, what now is the meaning of her part of the service, and how does it 

affect and relate to the other parts? Is it another kind of reflection? She is part of the service on Zoom in a way that she 

was not in the church building. 

The discussion moved to Advent and Christmas, which will be different this year and on Zoom. The decision that the 

services would be online was supported by the congregation, as expressed by the yes vote at the annual meeting. 

Advent begins the Sunday after Thanksgiving and goes for four weeks, until Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Members 

expressed a desire for something special: they want the comfort of tradition and want not to lose the pomp and 

circumstance of the season. Not everything translates to Zoom, however.  

Many ideas were expressed in the lengthy discussion that followed. Perhaps John and some other leaders could be in 

the sanctuary to connect Zoom users to the space each week. The church allows twenty-five people. Having only one 

tree and the ritual of Hanging of the Greens were mentioned. Henri wants to do the children’s pageant live on Zoom. 

She bought a simpler crèche last year for the children, and maybe Zoom would allow a close-up of the figures as we 

build it each week. 

The biggest idea was to have two services on Christmas Eve. One would be an online service at 5 p.m. Then at 8 p.m., 

people could gather at Marcy Field for a walk around the oval: spaced out and masked as they all walk, each person 

could hold a candle and hum “Silent Night”. It would be powerful moment of actual togetherness. Karen will talk to 

Supervisor Joe Pete Wilson for the permission.  

After observing that families may not be able to gather this year, Susie expressed a longing for something on Christmas 

Day itself. Unless Christmas falls on a Sunday, our church does not have a service. Karen suggested that someone else in 

the congregation could do a simple poetry reading or story. John will also check with the Vespers Committee. This would 

allow the congregation to give Pastor John the gift of being a participant rather than leading another service. 

Another idea was that during the Twelve Days of Christmas, the church could be open for viewing (under Covid rules). 

Next meeting: October 30        Submitted by Linda Bogardus 


